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Having introduced pushdown automata, we will now show that pushdown automata recognize exactly the class of
context free languages. In other words we will prove the theorem

Theorem A language is context free if and only if some pushdown automaton recognize it.

To prove this we will prove each direction of the if and only if separately. We will begin with showing that if a
language is context free then some pushdown automaton recognizes it.

I. CFL ⇒ NPDA

Okay so we want to show that if a language is context free, then there exists some pushdown automaton which
recognizes this language. We will do this by showing how to take a context free grammar for the context free language
and construct a NPDA which recognizes the context free language. In other words is A is a context free language,
there exists a context free grammar G which generates this language. We will show how to convert the context free
grammar G into an NPDA which we call P , which recognizes A.

The basic idea of how to construct this NPDA is as follows. Think about some context free grammar G. If we
are deriving a string using this grammar, we start with the start variable, and then follow a set of rules to create a
string w. But there were many choices of rules we could make at each step in our derivation. Okay, so when we think
about these choices, it is natural to think of nondeterminism. Suppose we have a NPDA which nondeterministically
chooses to apply one of the valid rules. But where do we put the rules we are deriving? In a NPDA we only have
access to the top of the stack. Well now think about left most derivations. In a leftmost derivation you are always
replacing variables the farthest to the left. And note that if there are any terminals to the left of the variables you
are replacing, no matter what you do, these terminals will be at the start of the string you are deriving. Using this
insight we can now figure out how to construct a NPDA which recognizes the language of G.

1. Place a bottom of stack marker onto the stack and then place the start variable on top of the stack.

2. Repeat:

(a) If the top of the stack is a variable A, nondeterministically select one of the rules that applies to A and
substitute what A turns into using this rule for A.

(b) If the top of the stack is a terminal symbol, read the next symbol from the input and compare it to a. If
they match continue looping. If they don’t match, reject, i.e. let the computation die.

(c) If the top of the stack is the bottom of stack variable, then enter the accept state. If more symbols are to
be read, then there should be no transitions out of the accept state.

Okay, so this is the basic idea of the construction. Now we can make this a little more rigorous.
But before we do this, lets develop a little trick: how to create NPDA which instead of replacing the top symbol with

a single element from the stack alphabet, replaces the top element with a a string from the stack alphabet. Suppose
that we want the NPDA on input symbol a, and stack string s to transition from state q1 to state q2 and replace the
string s with xyz. We can do this by adding ancillary states, call them a1 and a2 and creating the transition

q1
a,s→z // a1

ε,ε→y // a2
ε,ε→x // q2

Thus we see that this will have exactly the affect we desire. If the input symbol being read is a and the top of the
stack is s, then state q1 transitions to state a1 and replaces the top of the stack with z. Then the machine makes a ε
transition to a2 independent of what is on top of the stack, and writes y to the top of the stack. The machine then
makes another ε transition to q2 and pushes x onto the top of the stack. Note that the machine will stay in the state
a1 and a2, since there are no outgoing transitions these will always just die out upon a symbol being read. Okay so
now that we see how to do this, lets comment that we will often use this shorthand. Normally, we say things like
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(r, u) ∈ δ(q, a, s) to mean that the when the machine is in the state q, the next input symbol is a, and the top of the
stack is s, then the NPDA may go to the state r and replace a with u. We will now use a shorthand where u can be
not just a single symbol for the stack, but a list of symbols to be pushed onto the top of the stack (replacing s).

Okay, now lets show how to construct a NPDA which recognizes a grammar G = (V,Σ, R, S). This machine will be
M = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, q0, F ). The states of the NPDA are Q = {qs, ql, qa} ∪E where E are the states needed to implement
the multi-symbol pushing described above. Wow, kind of cool, just three states (okay and all of those hidden in E.)
The start state is q0 = qs and there is only one accept state F = {qa}. The input alphabet will be the same as the
grammar’s alphabet. The stack alphabet will be Γ = V ∪ Σ ∪ {$}.

We begin by preparing the stack. This means we need to push the string S$ onto the stack where S is the start
variable for the grammar. In other words we want to set δ(qs, ε, ε) = {(ql, S$)} (note that this will require a single
extra state to implement pushing a two symbol string onto the top of the stack.)

Now we need to figure out how to implement the inner loop of our algorithm specified above. Note that there are
two cases we must deal with, one when the top of the stack is a variable and one when the top of the stack is an input
string. Let’s deal with the case where the top of the stack is a variable first.

Okay so at the top of the stack we have a variable. We now need to replace this top of the stack
variable with one of the new rules for this variable. Thus we need to define the transition δ(ql, ε, A) =
{(ql, w)| where A→ w is a rule in R}. Note here that w is a string of variables and terminals.

Next we need to need to deal with the case where the stack has a terminal. In this case we need to read the next
symbol of the input and see if it matches. And if it does match we need to pop it off the top of the stack. We can do
this via setting δ(q,a, a) = {(ql, ε)}.

Finally we need to handle the case where the empty stack market it at the top of the stack. In this case we need
to transition to the accept state. This can be done via δ(ql, ε, $) = {(qa, ε)}.

A. Example

Lets show the resulting NPDA state diagram for this derivation from an example grammar G. Let this grammar
be

S → 0S1|T |ε
T → 1T0|0|ε

Lets draw the state diagram, including the ancillary states we need to define the multisymbol stack pushing:

// qs

ε,ε→$

��

a2
ε,ε→S // a3

ε,ε→0

yyrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

a1

ε,ε→S

��
qlε,S→T ;0,0→ε;1,1→ε;ε,S→ε;ε,T→ε;ε,T→0

**

ε,$→ε
��

ε,S→1

=={{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{
ε,T→0 // a4

ε,ε→T // a5

ε,ε→1

ii

qa

II. NPDA ⇒ CFL

Having shown that we can convert a CFL into a NPDA which recognizes this language, we will now show how to
take a NPDA and convert it into a CFG which recognizes the same language as the NPDA.

Let P be the NPDA we are going to convert into a CFG. Before performing this construction, however, we modify
P slightly without changing the language it recognizes. In particular we assume that P has a single accept state and
that it empties the stack before accepting. How can we modify P such that this is always true? Well first suppose
that we use a bottom of stack symbol $ (if our NPDA doesn’t use one we can add one.) Then add two new states.
The first state will not be an accept state while the second state will be an accept state. Now we make ε, ε → ε
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transitions from the accept state to the non-accept new state (here we mean a transition that on input ε and top of
stack ε transitions. We then add a self-loop at this state which empties the stack. This is a ε, a→ ε where a ∈ Γ−{$}.
Then we add a ε, $→ ε transition to the new accept state. Finally we turn all the old accept states into non-accept
states. It is easy to convince yourself that we have turned our NPDA into an equivalent machine which accepts the
same language as P .

Another assumption we are going to make about P is that it only makes pure push and pop moves. That is we
do not allow transition in which a symbol is replaced by another symbol (not the empty string.) We only allow
transitions which replace a symbol on the stack from the stack alphabet by ε or which push onto the top of the stack
a new element of the stack alphabet. We can assume this is true, because it is always possible to turn a NPDA which
includes push/pop simultaneous moves into one which doesn’t include these. We can do this by a sequence of two
transitions which go through a new state. The first transition does a pop and the second does a push. Also note
that transitions which are s, ε → ε which just read an input and don’t touch the stack can similarly be replaced by
transitions and a new state, where we push an arbitrary symbol and pop an arbitrary symbol.

Okay so now we’re ready to go. We have a NPDA P which, without loss of generality, has a single accept state,
empties the stack before accepting, and each transition is either a pure push operation or a pure pop operation. Our
NPDA is going to have a variable for every pair of states in P : Apq. This variable will generate all strings that can
take our NPDA from p with an empty stack to q with an empty stack. To understand how this variable will work,
think about what P must be doing as it goes from p to q. Since every transition mush be a push or a pop, and the
stack is empty, the transition from p to q must consist of at least an initial push and a final pop. In other words,
in going from p to q, the NPDA must transition through at least one other state, and it must must first perform a
transition to a state where it pushes a symbol onto the stack, and must end coming through a transition which pops
a symbol off the stack.

Now there are two cases to consider. One is when the first symbol pushed onto the stack is the same as the symbol
popped at the end of the transition. In this case the stack is empty only at the beginning and end of the computation.
In this case we simulate this by the rules Apq → aArsb where a is the symbol read on the first transition, b is the
symbol read on the second transition, r is the state that p transitions to, and s is the state from which the final
transition originates. The other case is that the first symbol pushed onto the stack is not the same symbol popped at
the end of the transition. In this case the machine must have been empty at some point during the transition from p
to q. Suppose that the stack became empty at state r, then we simulate this possibility by the rule Apq → AprArq.

Okay now lets formally define our CFG. Let P = (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, q0, {qa}) be our NPDA with the three properties we
listed above. Let G be our CFG with G = (V,Σ, R, S). Our variables are V = {Apq|p, q ∈ Q}. Our alphabets are the
same and the start variable is Aq0qa

. The rules of G are given by

1. For each p, q, r, s ∈ Q, t ∈ Γ, and a, b ∈ Σε, if δ(p, a, ε) contains (r, t) and δ(s, b, t) contains (q, ε), put the rule
Apq → aArsb in G.

2. For each p, q, r ∈ Q, put the rule Apq → AprArq in G.

3. For each p ∈ Q, put the rule App → ε.

We will now prove that our construction works. In other words we will prove that Apq generates x if and only if x
can bring our NPDA from p with an empty stack to q with an empty stack. First lets show that if Apq generates x
then x can bring P from p to q with the empty stack.

Our proof will be by induction on the number of steps in the derivation of x from Apq. Thus the base case is where
the derivation has one step. If the derivation has one step, then it must have only terminals on its right-hand side.
The only such rule of this form for our construction is the App → ε rule. Clearly ε takes p with and empty stack to p
with an empty stack.

Now assume (inductive hypothesis) that if Apq generates x using a derivation of length k, then x can bring P from
p to q with the empty stack. We will now show that this is true for derivations of length k. Suppose that Apq

∗⇒ x
with k+ 1 steps. The first step in this derivation is either Apq ⇒ aArsb or Apq ⇒ AprArq. Suppose that the first step
is the former. Then x will be of the form ayb where y is generated by Ars. The derivation of y must take k steps.
Thus by the inductive hypothesis, P can take r with an empty stack to s with an empty stack. Because Apq → aAr,sb
is a rule of G, δ(p, a, ε) contains (r, t) and δ(s, b, t) contains (q, ε), for some stack symbol t ∈ Γ. Hence if P starts
at p with an empty stack, after reading a it can go to state r and push t onto the stack. Then reading string y can
bring it to s and leave t on the stack (using the inductive hypothesis). Then after reading b it can go to state q and
pop t off the stack. Therefore x can bring P from p with the empty stack to q with the empty stack. Now consider
other other case where the derivation is of the form Apq ⇒ ApqArq. Then x must be of the form yz where Apq

∗⇒ y

and Arq
∗⇒ z. Now each of these later two derivations must be of at most k steps. Thus the PDA can take p with

the empty stack to r with the empty stack and can take r with the empty stack to q with the empty stack (inductive
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hypothesis.) Therefore it is easy to see that x can bring the NPDA from p with the empty stack to q with the empty
stack.

Thus we have shown that if Apq generates x then x can bring P from p with the empty stack to q with the empty
stack.

Next we need to show that if x can bringP from p with the empty stack to q with the empty stack, then Apq

generates x. We will prove this by induction on the number of steps in the computation of P . The base case will be
when the computation has 0 steps. If the computation has no steps, it starts and ends in the same state and only has
time to read the empty string. But App → ε is one of our rules, so App can generate the empty string.

Now assume that for computation of length at most k a string x on P can bring p with the empty stack to q with
the empty stack (this is the inductive hypothesis.) Suppose that P has a computation wherein x brings p to q with
empty steps in k + 1 computational steps. Suppose first that the stack is empty only at the beginning or end of this
computation. Then the symbol that is pushed on the first move is the same as the symbol popped at the last move.
Let this symbol be t ∈ Γ. Let a be the input read in the first move, b be the input read in the last move, r be the
state after the first move and s be the state before the last move. Then δ(p, a, ε) contains (r, t) and δ(s, b, t) contains
(q, ε). Thus the rule Apq → aArsb is in G. Divide x as ayb. Input y can bring P from r to s without touch the
symbol t that is on the stack. Thus P can go from r with an empty stack to s with an empty stack on input y. This
computation has k − 1 steps. Thus the inductive hypothesis tells us that Ars

∗⇒ y. Hence Apq
∗⇒ ayb or Apq

∗⇒ x.
Suppose on the other hand that the stack is empty at some other point during the computation. Let r be the state
where this happens. The the portions of the computation from p to r and r to q are of length at most k steps. If y
is read during the first portion of the computation and z is read during the last portion of the computation, so that
x = yz, then the inductive hypothesis tells us that Apr

∗⇒ y and Arq
∗⇒ z. Because the rule Apq → Apr → Ars is in

our grammar, Apq
∗⇒ yz or Apq

∗⇒ x.
Thus we have shown that Apq generates x if and only if x can bring P from p with the empty stack to q with

the emptystack. Using our definition of the start variable we see that this proves that the language of the NPDA
is exactly that of the CFG. Together with our construction in the last section we have now shown that the class of
languages recognized by a NPDA is exactly that of the language of a CFG.

A. Example

Lets perform a simple example of the construction of a grammar from a PDA. For convenience we will start with a
PDA which already is of the form where there is only one accept state and all moves are either pure pushes or pure
pops. Consider the PDA

// q1
ε,ε→$ // q2

0,ε→0

		

1,0→ε

��
q4 q3

1,0→ε

UUε,$→ε
oo

The variables of our grammar will be Aqi,qj where i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Lets abbreviate these the state qi by i, such that
our varibles Aij and our states are i’s. Now lets consider the rules from the first item in our description of G. Lets
consider this for A12. We include a rule of the form A12 → aArsb if it is possible to push a symbol, read a,and go to
r from 1 and if it is possible to pop that same symbol, read b, and go from s to to 2. There is not such transitions.
Next consider A13. Now there is a transition which is a pushes and pops but note that we need the same symbol to be
pushed an popped, so there is no A13 for this first type of transition. Thinking about this for a while, you’ll note that
the requirement that the symbol that must be pushed is the one that must be popped, you’ll soon see that there is
a rule A14 → εA23ε where the symbol being pushed and popped is $. Similarly there is a rule A23 → 0A221 but now
for the symbol on the stack of 0. There is also a rule A23 → 0A231. These are all of the rules that come from the first
part of the definition of our rules. Next we add all rules of the form Apq → AprArq and finally all rules of the form
App → ε. Our start variable is A14. Now our complete grammar is big and we won’t write it down. However we can
see that it can be reduced quite significantly. First note that the only nontrivial variables we have derived are those
for A14, A23 and A22. A14 can be used to obtain A23, but all other rules that contain A14 lead to variables outside
of this set. Now A23 can yield via our nontrivial rules, A23 → 0A221 and A23 → 0A231. Further it can perform the
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rule A23 → A22A23 or A23 → A23A33. Finally A22 or A33 can be used in the rule A22 → ε and A33 → ε (others lead
to variables outside of our nontrivial set. Thus the grammar can be reduced to

A14 → A23

A23 → 0A221|0A231|A23A33

A22 → ε

A33 → ε (1)

This could be further simplified to

A14 → A23

A23 → 0A221|0A231
A22 → ε


